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Commission
submits plan
to President

Enrollment shows 6 percen~ increase in last two

Meglwm Andenon
Staff writer
Randy Dunn, president of the University, began
efforts to improve student retention 18 months ago
with a new commission plan.
The President's Commission on Student Retention submits recommendations to the president of
specific actions to maintain students and improve
graduation rates.
The Commission will provide leadership for
planning, developing, assessing and improving
retention efforts across the University in order to
meet retention and graduation rate goals estab. lished by the Council on Postsecondary Education
and the Murray State Board of Regents.
Josh Jacobs, chief of staff, said the plan for retention includes faculty, staff and students.
Jacobs said Commission members are attempt·
ing to create a plan to support student needs and
execute services to help students achieve graduation. The Commission has submitted an untitled
suggested plan to Dunn, but nothing has been
implemented yet.
Don Robertson, vice president of Student
Affairs, said there are many faculty and staff on
campus wUlitig to assist students with their needs.
He said students can always come to Student
Affairs where they work to reduce frustration students face.
"It's an extremely important Commission
because retention and graduation is what we are
all about," Robertson said. "We are aggressively
increasing our recruitment to enhance our numbers, but it does very little good if the students
come and don't graduate."
The University's Fall 20ll enrollment showed a
8.5 percent growth in freshmen and a 10 percent
increase in transfer students.
Renae Duncan, associate provost for undergraduate education, and Carmen Garland, executive
director for recruitment and retention, were cochairs for the President's Commission on Student
Retention.
The two looked at academic advising, how to
enhance the information flow to advisers or the
retention office, marketing and where students go
if they need help.
Robertson is interim co-chair until a new member is named into the position left vacant when
Garland retired earlier this semester.
Duncan said some of the goals of the retention
plan are to promote and sustain the University
community on issues of retention and graduation
rates and identify the best retention practices.
Duncan said the Commission members, who are
awaiting Dunn's approval on the submitted plan.
have a small agenda and are working on making
small changes throughout campus.
The President's Commission on Student Retention is currently focusing on how to improve academic advising.
"The president needs to take a look at all of the
. various budget requests from aU across campus
because there are lots of things that need to be
funded, including request for retention," Duncan
said.
The Commission members researched what the
University has done to help with student retention
all across campus.
Dudcan said Dunn wanted to improve retention
rates even though the University .has some of the
best in the state.
"We still have students who drop out, and the
president wanted to see what we could do to keep
that from happening," Duncan said.
Jeremiah Johnson, Student Government Association president, Chastity Richmond, retention specialist and Bonnie Higginson, Provost and vice
president of academic affairs are some of the
members on the President's Commission on Student Retention.
"We as an institution are committed to our students graduating and leaving with their degree,"
Robertson said. "This commission is taking a comprehensive look at our support services, how we
are doing in our support services.
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New Library Project

SGA tables student libmy fee topic
MepuuaADclenoa
· Staff writer
The Student Government Association voted
Wednesday at Its weekly meeting to table legislation that would send the proposed Idea of
the new library and student fee to the Board of
Regents.
Before debate closed, SGA President Jeremiah Johnson gaveled down further debate to be
tield at next week's meeting.
Johnson moved to require a 2S percent minimum student body referendum.
Josh Jacobs, chief of staff: said it would be
dangerous to require a minimum of students
to vote.
Student fees would increase about $93.38 a
semester to help fund phase one of the $62
million project.
The fee would go toward the new facility
rather than the general operating budget.
Jacobs said allowing the students to vote on
the student fee .is important.
"Students have been involved in this since
day one; Jacobs said. "The library task force
has four or five students out of the lS people
total."
Robert Spalding, SGA secretary, asked
Jacobs about the current library task force.
He said the library task force is inactive and
will regroup if the vote for the student fee goes

Ryan

News

SGA Secntlry Robert SpalclnQ clscusses the proposed
fee durtnQ Wldnesdly's SGA meettno.
to the Board of Regents.
According to poU results on the SGJ;s Facebook page as of Wednesday night, 46 people
voted "no, the Univenity does not need a new
library," and seven voted "yes."
"SGA has a role to lead the student body for
sugestive content,• Jacobs said.
If the lee passes at next week's SGA meet·
inl. it will go to the Board of Regents and then
to the student body for final voting.
If the Board of Regents passes the proposal,

students will vote on the fee-based fundinB
program via myGate.
Jacobs said the proposal would pus with a
simple majority.
Don Robertson, vice president of Student
Affairs, said if SGA was BOlDs to stipulate the
vote, it would be a tremendous responsibility
for members to get the word out about the
vote.
Jacobs said President Randy Dunn could
have taken the majority vote of the SGA and
then moved the proposal to the Board of
Regents, but Dunn wanted more student
involvement
Construction for the new facility is expected
to begin in 2013 if the vote passes.
The new library would include study rooms,
a computer lab with more than 100 workstations, a student auditorium and all the honors
program offices.
Jacobs said the facility would assist in meeting educational needs of students by providing
more opportunities to learn and coUaborate.
Waterfield Ubrary would be transformed
into a student services center.
..Umitiq the tuition increase is the goal,"
Jacobs said. "The goal is to keep tuition
increase and the library fee the same u just
the tuition increase."
Contact Anderson at manderson22@
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Electio~e%tlts _ _

FRANKFOR:l', lty. - Kentucky Gtl¥. Steve
Besbear was re-elected overwbelaiingly ~es
day, becoming the second Democrat to win a
U.S. gubernatorial race this year deipite Uncering economic uncertainty tbat'I'~J proving
worrisome to President Baradt Oblma's 2012

effort.
Beshear euUy owrcame challeoses from
Republican David WiUllms all<l lildependeat
a: ~·e Mate
where voters routinely. e1ti1:t . . .licaas iil
natioDal races. With 100 ~ predDds
reporting. BePear bad~ Jotel or S6 percent, to 294,009 votes. fOii Wftllatial Dr 3$ percent. Galbraith bad 74,8516 iitites br 9 percetlt.

Gatewood Galbraith :til

WllUams, state S.W. ~cl&Dt. and Gil..
braitb, an attOrney ID bll ~ for lOft~
campaigned on claims ....... clid aot clo
enough to create jobs ma lfate Where Gille ill 10
workers is unelilployed. Beshear ~
emphasizing that Kentucky ,...
stronger from the downturn.
Besbear, flanked by ru~ mate .~ :'"'tAll~
Abramson of Leulsvtlle; told hwidteda of c:~
ins supporteD at a Frankfort collftlltion cater
that voteaUMd&.teedoa ...............
to Kf'IIIU«# poUdcal ._.... to shelve pardla
politics.
"Too often rant partiJanship bas stood the
way of moving Kentucky forward,• Beshear said.
"'!'bat's why, in tbis eJectio,., 1 aeked ~~
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Murray Animal B-...ital
I6fll COli~ Farm Road

Murray, KY 42071
270-753-2088

i'Dki D.~ llUI.

IQ'QIIIJ.I.BJ). ~
Small ~$81 ve~erinary care,
'"rgety, dentistry,
~

exotic; ~ta and briardil'C·
Preaeiat yaur. lUcercud fGt a
10 perqmt discount oft' o( your
fintvisit.
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• All rooms have refrigerator and microwave.
• Rated 100% by Oep.t. of Public Health.
• Owned and epcvated by .an MSU graduate.
• The only 1f)O%®n-srnoling and pet-free

hotel/motel in'fOWn.
• Free high spee.d wireless Internet.
506 S. llth St. (US 641)
Mtin'ay. KY 42071
270-753·2682
Online mervations: murTayplazalodge.cem

Email: mpiOI'(IurTayplazalodge.rom
I

10% OFF for Munay St~ parenrs, alumni and visltdrs!
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Oplolon Editor: John Walker
Phone: 809-5873

Twitter: MSUNewsOpinion

Our View

SGA, take your time
The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.
The Student Government
Association made the sound
decision to table its vote on holding a student-wide referendum
regarding the president's new
library plan. The administration
is fighting the SGA plan to
require a 25 percent vote before
students could take on the new
fee.
This is the type of leadership
students need. The University is
trying to rush this plan through
without any proper dialogue
with the student body.
Josh Jacobs, chief of staff,'
claims students have had their
voice heard by allowing students
on the New Library Task Force
organized by the president.
"Students have been involved
in this since day one," Jacobs
said. "The library task force has

four or five students out of the 15
people total."
To think only a handful of students would be able to decide for
this entire campus is flawed. And
were those students aware of the
University's plan to put the
library's financial burden on
their peers? The evidence does
not point that way.
The University's absurd claim
the fee is a way of helping students keep tuition down is an
insult to us all.
"Limiting the tuition increase
is the goal," Jacobs said. ..The
goal is to keep tuition increase
and the library fee the same as
just the tuition increase."
So the options are either pay
the way we want you to, or pay
the way we wish you did not
have to. The SGA would do well
to think over this proposal this
coming week and remember the
studt;nts they were elected to
represent.

Forgotten, but not gone
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board
ofThe Murray State News.
Today marks the 92nd Veterans Day in the United States,
also know as Remembrance or
Armistice Day in many other
Anglo countries. The name
change may not seem so significant, seeing as Americans have
always tried to be a little different in our culture. But in this
case there is a difference. The
name was changed to honor the
men and women who have sacrificed in all of America's con'flicts, instead of just World War
I.
How is this significant? In
recent years the standard has
shifted from honoring those
wearing military uniforms to
honoring just the uniform itself.
The commemoration of our vet-

erans has become such a facade
that we are forgetting the conflicts we have sent them to fight.
This is evident in our lack of
material and monetary support
for many of those who gave
everything so we could live in a
safer world. So far these have
been lacking.
This day should not only be a
reminder of what uniformed citizens have given to protect our
nation but of the sacrifice we
owe them.
That does not just mean
respect and gratitude. It means
basic services and support for
them and their families. Adequate post-conflict medical
treatment, free higher education
and public housing should all be
available to the veterans of our
foreign wars. Not to do this is
telling of just how civilized we
really are.

IIIII do y•llli* ...

Do we do enough
for our veterans?
"As far as I can see. my wife is a vet and I think
MSU accommodates our veterans well; they
are really stepping it up."
Jeff Oakley • tadiz. Ky.
junior

"Yes. I have a lot of veteran students that are
able to get an education because of veteran
benefits."
Bill Zlngrone • assistant professor
of psychology

"Probably not as a campus."

Savanna Murphy • Brecktnrtdge, Ky.
freshmen

Allie DouglasstThe News

The News
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071·3301
email: thenews~murraystate.edu
fax: 809·3175
th.enews.or9

Cartoon by Madeline Bartley

Campus Voice

Hacker group grows in force
W ithout the
Internet, the
world would
be very different
and,
depending on
your personal
view, this is a
good or bad
Jolhuamtz
thing. Many
freshman from
people believe
Staunton. IU.
there is too
much information on the Internet, most being conspiracy theorists, while others use this power
of the Internet and computers to
fight for justice, one of the prime
examples being the movement in
Libya all those months ago.
Yes, we all know that Facebook
and Wikileaks had a huge place in
the liberation, but what if I were
to tell you that Facebook was
threatened, mortally threatened,
back in August and by who else,
our old internet vigilantes
Anonymous.
For those of you who don't
know who this alleged "Anonymous" is. a brief back-story is in
order. Simply put, Anonymous is,
as it states, an unknown group of
Internet hackers now called
Internet vigilantes, who have
been the cause of multiple different government and business
website hacks, including events
code named Operation Orlando,
2009 Iranian election protests,
and the 2006 and 2007 Habo
raids.
If this were a lecture course I
would go into detail about what
those events are, but I'm sure it

Elizabeth Johnson
Editor·in·Chief • 809·68n
Austin Ramsey
Elijah Phillips
News Editor • 809-4468
Online Editor • 809-58n
John Walker
Shannon Stafford
Opinion Editor • 809·5873
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would be more fun for all you
readers to check on the details
yourselves. What I will talk about
are the threats against Facebook
that I promised as well as the
group's threat against the drug
Zeta's drug cartel.
Back in August, a viral
YouTube video allegedly from
Anonymous had a "Microsoft
Sam" program state that was time
to "kill Facebook" on Nov. 5. You
didn't read wrong, last weekend,
Facebook was supposed to die
thanks to Anonymous, but for
those of you who haven't checked
your pages in the past week, it's
still going strong.
The video states that your personal information was being sent
to Syria and Egypt, rather than
being kept private as we all would
have hoped.
The video clearly states that on
the flfth of November, the group
would kill Facebook, this date
used most likely as a reference to
the comic and movie the persona
of the group is based on, "V" or
"V for Vendetta''
As time came closer to November, another message, this time
on Twitter, stated that Anonymous did not mean they would
end Facebook, rather they were
sending a message to the public
to cancel their accounts in
protest, but this is a hypocritical
gesture from their parts, as they
say in their video that "Everything you do on Facebook stays
on Facebook, regardless of your
privacy settings and deleting
your account is impossible. All ,

your personal info stays on Facebook and can be recovered at any
time..." So whether it was a cop
out, or a hoax, Anonymous never
went through with the attack on
Facebook, and to my disappointment it still runs today.
When I say this, I don't mean I
hate Facebook, far from it. I use
Facebook, granted not as often as
other people and not as often as I
used to, but with such a grand
. claim as to kill the multimillion or
billion making website, defiantly
intr igued me to the point of saying to myself, "Will they go
through with it?" So while this
attack was a letdown, their other
attack on the drug cartel was not
all talk.
On Oct. 6, an alleged member of
Anonymous was kidnapped by
the Zeta drug lords, and the group
threatened the drug cartel to
release him/her or they would
post personal information dealing
with the drug lords.
In due time information was
released, though it is untold
whether arrests have been made,
and even t he name of Gustavo
Rosario Torres, a former Tabasco
state prosecutor, has been tarnished due to the alleged involvement with the Zetas.
To sum up these events, I do
believe Anonymous, despite their
wimping out on Facebook. is a
force to be reckoned with. Love
them or hate them, they're here,
and if you're the government or a
big business, they're coming for
you. "Remember, remember the
fifth of November."

Write to usl
The News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor.letters should be 300 words or less Contributors should include phone numbers for verification. Please include hometown. classification and
title or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be between 600 to 800 words. The News
reserves the right to edit for style, length and content. No anonymous contributions will be accepted. All
contributions should be turned in by noon on Tuesday of each week vla email or thenews.oro. Contribu·
lions to The News are the opinion of the author and not that of The /tfurrtJy SttJte News.
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Letters to the Editor
(This letter is a response to the
staff opinion titled "At the head
of the table" in the Oct. 28 edition of The Murray State News.)

In the Oct. 28 issue of The
Murray State News, the staff editorial board expressed concerns
r~lated to the organization and
management of Dining Services
on campus. The staff is correct
in noting that the resignation of
Richard Fritz has affected Dining Services.
Fritz was a forward-thinking
leader with many bright ideas
who made a positive impact
during his time at Murray State.
It is important to remember,
however, without the team of
talented individuals who worked
with Fritz, his goals and plans
for Dining Services could not
have been achieved. The Murray
State News recognized some of
the work of Dining Services,
including its sustainability
efforts. I'd Like to point out some
other ways in which Dining Services continues to move forward thanks to its staff.

First. in response to last fall's
Customer Satisfaction Survey
completed by students, Dining
Services has increased nutritious food options and the visibility of these options on campus, including posting weekly
nutrition charts for Winslow
both on-site and on our website.
We are currently in the process
of building nutrition charts for
T-Room menus.
This semester, we also
launched a nutrition blog written by a student nutrition
employee to assist our campus
in making healthier choices.
The blog is located at thepaintedplate.wordpress.com.
Additionally. plans are in
order for a renovation of serving areas in Winslow Dining
Hall and the T'Room which will
add variety to your dining experience and create a more welcoming, organized atmosphere
for diners.
Also, our Facebook page.
Twitter feed, website and calendar are regularly updated to
inf6rm students of weekly

I am a Murray State employee, and
have a valid parking permit. A little less
than a month ago I was issued a parking
ticket for not displaying my permit, and
parking in a blue zone without permit.
Well, I am an employee and have a permit so I was parked in the correct zone.
My ticket was for $30. Fifteen for each;
the no permit and the parking in a blue
zone. Since I was parked in the correct
zone I believed I could appeal the ticket
down to just $15; the no permit fine. So I
went to the Parking Office to appeal, and
was turned away by a student worker
saying I had to appeal using myGate.
I went to myGate, where it took me a
few minutes to locate the link I was supposed to use, and filed my appeal using
my limited character allotment to explain
what happened and why I was appealing
the ticket. A month later I received an
impersonal email from the Murray State
Judicial Board stating that my appeal was
denied.
I feel the process of appealing parking
tickets now is very impersonal. I feel that

Results from the
Nov. 4Question of
the Week:
Do you spend a lot
of time outside on
campus?
I
jeers

Cl.wets to - local
florists for helplag us make evea
tile wont incidents better with
a fresh smile and some
beautiful flowers. We jUst
hope those we send flowers
to understand how sincere
they are.

Check itl
• The lltwd FICtbook opinion forum:
Share your thoughts about articles,
current events or campus happenings.

Jaywalking
menus and numerous upcoming
promotions and events in dining
venues.
With that being said, customer satisfaction is our top priority, and we value your input
on our efforts. The best way to
make your voice heard is by
attending a Food Committee
meeting held in Hart Cafe at 5
p.m. every Tuesday. You can
also submit an online comment
card at our website, which will
be reviewed and responded to
within a week. Or, contact any
of our managers or supervisors
directly for questions or comments related to a specific dining venue.
While Dining Services staff
may not always be visible, many
of our employees are bakers.
cooks and chefs who work
behind the scenes to produce
hundreds or thousands of meals
a day. These individuals take
pride in their work and .continue
to serve our campus with great
commitment under the capable
supervision of their head chefs,
managers and directors.

Take a moment to review the
lead staff list for Dining Services; they have served Murray
State students for many years
and are more than willing to
address any dining needs you
may have: Terri Benton, associate director of Dining Services;
Tim Bruce, department chef
manager at Winslow; Shanna
Smith, catering manager; Amy
Crump, supervisor of Business
Express. Starbooks, Thoroughbrewed Cafes, and Dunker's
Deli and coordinator of the StuCient Manager Program; Denise
Windsor, administrative specialist in the Dining Services
Office; and Beverly Noland.
Racercard services.

Lynsey Sheets
Auxiliary
Marketing Manager
Dining Services

if I had spoken to someone during the
actual appeal process a compromise
could have' been reached that bcne.fited
both parties sooner than a month's time.
Murray State would still get money for
the ticket, but my bank account wouldn't
be hurting as muuh.
In the email I received, it provided me
a phone number for the parking office if I
had any questions. I went directly to the
Parking Office a month ago to discuss the
appeal. but was brushed off and sent to
myGate. What good is calling them going
to do if they didn't help me when I went
to their office directly a month ago?
I hope this review of your appeals
process helps you review future appeals
differently, as well as improve customer (This letter
is a response to
service.
the article titled
"Dunn: student fee
would reduce tuition
increase'' in the Nov. 4 edition
of The Murray State News.)
Brent Arnold
If Dr. Dunn says that students
staff member
will
pay the $ame dollar amount
facilities management.
'
whether the new library funds come
from a fee or tuition what is the point of
this whole debate? The University has
decided that current students will foot a
portion of the bill no matter what.
This see111s like the University is trying to
hide the true cost in fees so that cost of tuition
continues to look low compared to other universities.
This .is bordering on providing dishonest information
to prospective students.
Taking advice from the airline industry is not a
good idea. People would rather see the real cost up
front rather than find it hidden in fees and other
charges.

Zachary Siegel
senior from
Defiance, Mo.

yes no
Claeatl to .,.. all of the mem- Jeers to ... alleged accusabers of the military who tions of sexual abuse by
have served in conflicts. another pc&litician. Is this
Disagree with the conflict. some IIOl't of paademld
but doD't blame. tbe sol·
Maybe we should
dier. Thank them~
see just how many
all for their serlobbyists the erecvice to the United
tile dysfunction
States and tbeir
industry is paying
personal sacrifiCe.
for on capitol hill.

~

Jeers to - warm,

cold, warm

and then cold again. The
weather is getting .out of control and we sure.

~

hope it makes up its
mind sooner or
laller. Christmas is
looking to be nice
and sunny in the high 70s.
Way to go, climate.

Prairie home reality
This past weekend my father visited to see "A
Prairie
Home
Companion." He
loved it, to say the
least. But while
watching
that
night it was not
John Walker hard to see just
Opinion Editor who the demographic was. The
majority of the people were older
folks who probably enjoy the show
for its old time variety and tribute to
bluegrass music. The show has a way
of looking back to a world my generation bas never experienced and
making it look wonderful. The old
timers have a way of doing that.
After leaving the show and walking
home, my father and I had a great
conversation about what times really
were like back then. It seems there is
a distorted history of The Golden
Age of America and the more we
lament the more we forget just how
much turmoil and change there really was.
The infamous late 1960's was
known worldwide for its rise in the
counter culture and the New Left
movements. These did not spring out
of nothingness, or just some random
point of frustration from the young
people. The kind of frustration it
takes to reach those points builds
over a lifetime. The marches. sit-ins,
riots and rallies were all the result of
years of organiz..ing.
Before then there was only the
hope of a day when the forgotten
people of America would stand in
solidarity to make a great change..
This change started when once and
for all free people decided to fight
slavery on this Cfntinent. Since the
Civil War there have been numerous
battles between the working people
of America and those who want to
exploit them as the lowest form of
human treatment.
Whether in the coal mines of
Appalachia, the grain fields of the
north or the orchards of the far west
there
.!lt:yer a time in this country's history when the people did not
have to fight for their rights. Even in
my grandfather's era when everything was supposed to be fine, workers and citizens fought for a better
future for themselves and their families. But somewhere we forgot about
that. We have forgotten Medicaid
and civil rights were just made in our
parents' lifetimes. For many still living, these were only dreams. But now
we take them for granted.
The irony is so many people wanting to take us back to a time when
this world was only a dream. I wonder how far back this country would
have to go before the opponents of
progress are satisfied, seeing as our
entire history has been just that.
Even if it does seem at times we take
two steps forward and one step back.
Most importantly we need to
remember the America Dream is just
that. It is not a reality until we decide ,
to make it one. Our country gives us •
the hope of being able to make a bet- :
ter world. This is the path we must ,
walk in.
'
Contact Walker at john.walker@ ,
murraystate.edu.
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of the Emergency
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System. This is
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Has the United
States done
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Dlegal Man
Downfield
~

Thank God I'm not these guys
t:'ast week my boss, Sophie .---~------.,
McDonald, wrote an article where
she selected her top three most
attractive athletes. Sophie's article has inspired me to put my
own two cents in on this topic;
however, mine is a bit different. It
would be really easy to just do the
opposite of what Sophie did and
pick out the three hottest girls in
all of sports, but no, I have something way better. I've decided to
compile a list of the three most
hideous, disgusting, grotesque
,men in all of sports. This should
frighten you. Wbat you're about to sec are three horrendous men who probably smell and taste worse
then they look. They smell so bad you can taste their
odor - like a
bad fart.

No. 1 Sam Cusell
Sam Cassell should walk around pissed off all of the
time because no one ever gives him credit for his outstanding performance as Gollum in the ''Lord of the
Rings" trilogy. In all seriousness though, Cassell
looks like some sort of alien. Many people believe
Cassell to be ET's brother; I think ET's inbred cousin
is a more accurate claim. Children have had to stop
watching basketball because of Cassell. Some children have said Cassell's face haunts them in their
dreams, causing bed-wetting problems.

Rising frOm the ashes
Reflecting, rebuilding
the Thundering Herd
Sopble McDoaald
Sports Editor
After the plane crash of 1970, Marshall University was without a football team for two
years. When the program was reestablished in
1972, Rex Repass was a freshman recruit on the
team known as The Young Thundering Herd.
Repass, fU"St cousin of former Murray State
Housing Director Paula Hulick, played high
school football in Charleston. W. Va., but had
not planned on going to Marshall.
"I was being recruited by other schools but
after the plane crash if you were a 17· or 18year-old you .were thinking about a couple of
things, one, 'can I go somewhere and pby?' and
you were thinking if the football team was to
continue you would like to be a part of the
rebuilding," he said.
After being recruited by Red Dawson - the
coach who did not fly back with the team the
night of the crash - Repass, now SJ, developed
a powerful relationship with the coach and said
be remembers going to the cemetery before the
season started to honor those who died.
"My roommates my freshman year were guys
that had been freshmen the year the plane
crashed and they knew all the guys who died •
that's a very powerful memory, too," he said.
"We would talk about it, what it was like that
night for them and the families and how tragic
it was for them and what an awful situation it
was. They were young guys, 18 and 19 years old,
and of course did not make the trip because
freshmen didn't play then. Uterally some of
them had to identify bodies, it was just a terrible situation."
Despite the remaining pain, the team began
its rebuilding process with support from the
Huntington, W. Va.. and Marshall communities.
Photo courtesy of the Associated Press
"The university was coming very close to terminating the football program, so the motivaThe fatal plane crash on Nov. 14, 1972 took the lives of Marshall University football players, coaches. fans,
tion for playi,ng was to keep the program movmedia and other supporters of the program. Atotal of 75 people died. The Thunderlno Herd took to the field
ing forward and continue it in honor of those
two years later. rebuilding the program with the youn9est team In coiii!Qt football.
who died," Repass said. "That was very real and
very much a part of our experience, particular·
ly the guys who missed the plane."
Those players, primarUy the freshmen from
the 1970-71 team. bad a huge influence on the
new athletes who were driven to succeed by
the~ liO-repNiellt the legacy of tbe
fallen players, Repass said.
"In those days we all lived in the same dorm,
it was much like a big fraternity, even in those
doing that and their reaction when they came difficult years we had a lot of fun with our
roommates and teammates," be said. "We had
back," she said. "One of the guys I remember
the youngest team in America for four years feU apart after he found his fraternity brother's that's why we were The Young Thundering
It was a rainy November night when a charfmger with the (fraternity) ring."
Herd - so to win the very ftrSt few games we
tered plane carrying nearly the entire MarDespite the devastating circumstances, won was amazing and tremendous, especially
shall University football team crashed into a
hope did indeed rise from the ashes of sorrow. the first game against Xavier."
West Virginia mountainside in what is considIn the years following the accident, Mar·
The former Marshall tight end said his most
ered the worst single air tragedy in NCAA
shall won back to back NCAA Championships, vivid memories are of the friendships and fun
sports history.
a bowl game, opened a new stadium and in the team had, however, more sobering recollecMonday marks the 41st anniversary of the
1999 earned the title of winningest team of the tions remain.
"The first plane trip we went on after the
plane crash, which had a significant impact on
decade with 114 victories - more than any
plane crash was a significant memory," he said.
several current and former Murray State facteam in NCAA Division 1-A or 1-AA history.
"It was just one of those classic examples of "In 1973 we played the University of Nevadaulty members.
Las Vegas. It was the first time Marshall bad
Constantine Curris. chair of the Board of
when there is a united force and a 'yes we can'
flown since the crash in November of 1970 and
Regents and former president of the Universimentality great things can happen," Hulick
that was quite an experience for everyone who
ty, was serving at Marshall as director of stu·
said. "(The team) wanted to play, people want- was on that trip."
dent personnel services at the time of the accied to score, it was just phenomenal. There is a
Repass wore No. 86 on his uniform and said
great deal of pride that is not unlike Murray he is just now beginning to appreciate that time
dent.
State, we have pride in our athletic programs of his life, however, the real story, be said, is
"It was without question one of the great
tragedies in our lifetime, particularly those of
and you can see it in this community. The about overcoming tremendous adversity.
us who work in higher education," Curris said.
"The tragedy was unbelievable and oversame is true of Huntington."
"It was totally unpredictable."
Roger Weis, Murray State professor of youth whelming that as a community, as a university,
Southern Airlines, an established airline
and nonprofit leadership and graduate of Mar- as a football team, as young men is an unbelievable lesson." he said. "Regardless of how
that had never bad an accident, chartered the
shall University, knew people on the plane.
plane, so there was nothing to suggest there
"I had one fraternity brother who bad just tragic a situation is pulling together, working
would be any kind of problem, Curris said.
graduated and was ,on the plane and then I bad together, seeing light at the end of the tunnel"
The 2006 movie. "We are Marshall," starring
"It was a rainy night and in truth they never
a little brother Bobby who was the backup
Matthew McConaughey, portrays the story of
determined what was the cause of the acciquarterback; he was engaged so we consoled , the plane crash and the following rebuilding
dent. whether it was a faulty alternator or pilot
his fiance who was pretty tom up," Weis said. seasons in a reasonably accurate way, Repass
error, but when the accident occurred we were
"It was very gloomy, very depressing."
said.
just in shock," he said. "One of my more vivid
. However, the atmosphere on campus did
"It's like any story, it's hard to tell within a
memories was the conversion of the gymnasi·
not remain depressed for long, Weis said, but two-hour time period, a story that is that comurn, and we're talking to something like Racer
students and a new football program respond- plex." he said. "Of course they had to _c hange
Arena, that was converted into an emergency
ed to the hopelessness and soared past the some characters and some situations because,
frankly it was so sad they had to lighten it up a
medical center for provision of counseling and
public's expectations.
medical services to students on campus that
"It was like the rising of the Pheonix, this little bit."
For example. in the movie there was a cheerevening."
airplane went down and then it just started
That night Curris and the entire student
going up," he said. "We were truly in ashes, leader character engaged to a football player
who dies on the plane, but Repass said her
affairs staff worked to stabilize the campus
our emotions and thoughts - it was pretty bad,
story was even more devastating than porwith obligations including the heart wrenchbut everybody really did help each other."
trayed on screen.
ing responsibility of identifying victims and
Don Robertson, vice president of student
"It really did happen although not quite like
notifying the parents of the deceased, he said.
affairs for Murray State and Marshall Univer- that; not only did she lose her fiance but she
"It really impacts your outlook on life and
sity graduate, served as director of student lost both of her parents,.. he said. "There were
the way you look at things and shows you how
activities at Marshall beginning in 1978, a posi· 26 orphans in dle community as a result of the
precious life is," be said. "Life is here today
tion which included coordination of the annu- plane crash. There were so many sad things
and gone tomorrow.''
al memorial ceremony.
that happened that they had to change the story
Paula Hulick, former director of housing for
"I got to know a lot of the family of the vic· line a little bit, they couldn't tell everything.
Murray State, attended Marshall from 1965 to
tims who would come to the ceremony;,it is Overall I think it portrayed what happened and
1972 and was in graduate school when the
still something remembered and has great it portrayed a university and team coming
plane crash happened.
impact on the city," he said. "It's a very solemn togetheL"
Repass said through all the sadness, he and
"It was just devastating," Hulick said.
day, on that anniversary, a lot of people gather
his
teammates had positive experiences.
"There were so many emotions you feel on so
and will go to the cemetery which is up on a
"Other
memories were about great victories;
many levels, one word people often used to
hill where the graves are."
he said. "We didn't have many, but we had some
describe it was surreal."
Success in the wake of devastation is the great Of\es."
Several MarShall University males were in
inspiring and deftning tale of the Marshall
Repass now lives in Cincinnati, Ohio, and is
the National Guard at the time because of the
football team and community and their legacy president and owner of his own marketing and
Vietnam War and were activated after the
will never be forgotten.
public opinion research firm.
crash for search and rescue, she said.
Contact McDonald at smcdonald3@
Contact McDonald at smcdonald3@
"I have very vivid memories of some people
murraystate.cdu.
murraystate.edu.

Marshall University alumni re~all
memories fiom 1970 plane crasli
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No. 2 Keith Jardine
Now if you thought Sam Cassell scared children, get
a load of Keith Jardine. Jardine reminds me of that
guy in prison movies who is always the creeper. Jardine's scraggly goatee, awkward body motions,
creepy presence and ape-like appearance are something you only find in horror movies, or insane asy·
lums. Not only is he scary, but he also .fights. I guess
it's good to be as ugly as he is if you're a professional fighter. You have nothing to worry about if your
face gets messed up. If Jardine decides to give up
fighting he wUJ have a bright acting career ahead of
him. Every horror director in Hollywood will try and
cast him as the monster, or the jail creeper.

Photo courtesy of www.ahaskethalljones.com

No. 3 Joakim Noah
What can I say about Joakim Noah? I really do think
you have to try to be as ugly as he is. I hope Noah
has a good personality, because if he doesn't I doubt
he will ever fmd a woman that would love him for
who he is (haha, that is so mean!). J've got a game for
you to play. The game is called try not to cry. Here's
how you play: I'll give you a scenario and you have to
visualize the scenario without crying. You ready?
Here it goes: think of him snuggled up on your couch
wearing a snuggie.
The thought of seeing Noah in my house in a snug·
gie is the scariest thought I could ever imagine. I picture him having some kind of creepy Michael Jackson
type laugh. The hair, the teeth, the nostrils - ob when
does the madness end? I'm frightened and digusted
all at the same time. •
Just so you know, I'm not this mean in real life. I'm
sure all these guys are great men who are loved by
many people and I really do wish them the best of
luck in life. They're going to need it.
Contact Stinson at dstinson@murraystate.edu.
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Three, two, one ••• tipoff
Cady Besser
Staff writer
Tonight marks the season debut of the Racers ongainst Evansville. With many practices
under its belt to determine the team chemistry
and style of play, Head Coach Rob Cross said
he i!i confident in the team.
''This is a great week to be a Racer," Cross
saiJ: "We'rl' looking forward to playing somebody clst~ and to put our hard work on the
court."
Overall, Cross said his main concerns arc
keeping a healthy team full of energy. There are
current!~· onl}·· two injured players on the roster: forwards ]t:Ssica Winfrey and Jessica
Holder.
Evansvillt~ is recognized as a formidable opponent thi:; Se.:lson, he said.
"We're fadng an Evansville team coming
hen• with a lot of talent," he said. ·''lbcy'vc got
a ~real coaching staff. really high !t•vels uf energy and they had a blowout in their exhibition
game.''
Murray State is 1-2 in its last three games
against Evansville. Though only playing one
game S\1 far, Evansville gained an impressive
win against Oakland City with a final score of
82-42.
Th{lUgh tht· starting lineup Is undetermined,
Cross said he appreciates the leadership qualities of senior guard Mallory Schwab and is considering putting her on the starting lineup.
.Schw·ab is a dynamic player who is first on the
team for blocks, racking up 17 t1st season.
Schwab also averages more than 20 minutes of
playing time every game, making her a player
to watch.
Through the most recent practices, the team
has made large improvements in the defense.
Cross said.
.
"We're playing with a lot of energy," he said.
''Likl~ sprinting back wh~n the ball gets to yuu
Qn the inside, getting 10 the help line. and stam·

Sophie McDonald
Sports Editor
With the first game oft he lil'asun in sight, the
men's basketball team is ready to take on HarrisStowe University tonight in the CFSB Center.
The Harris-Stowe Hornets have won all three
games played this season and the Racers are
looking for the first win of tht.• official .;eason.
---~·~"~
We're obviously excited and readY. to get
started. There is) lots of anxiety, lots of excitement, just re:.dy to get out there for o)Ur first
game," Head Coach Steve Prohrn said. "I know
w("vc don'-' Canada and closed scrimmage
g:mws. hut we're ready to get out in fn>nt of the
public and ready to sec how our team does in
front uf real people and a crowd so we can
watch tape and sec what we need to get better
at."
Despite tonight's game against n nonconfcrence opponent, Prohm said no one should count
on the National Association of lntcrcollegilltc
Athletics' teams as an auromatic win and that
the m~1rgin for error is not as much ;ts people
think. Despite the conference differences,
Prohrn said he and the tl•:tm arc ready to play
like the family they arc becoming.
"' rhc character of our guys is great. [ told the
guys the other day I had their backs and they
need to have mine," he said. "It's part ofbeing a
family, of being a tight program so the thing
about it is we'll go through some adversity
thwughout the year and that's what those things
will show that we can stay together."
Tipoff for the g~tme is at 7 tonight in the CFSB
Center.
·
Contal·t McDonald
tlt
smcdonald3@
murraystate.edu.
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ina arc the types of positions that will help your
teammates out to be a better defensive team."
The team has good ball shooting capabilities
on the offense, but Cross said his main concern
is whether or not the success in practice will
carry over to the pcrfomtance on the court during games.
"I see them shoot the bnll well at practice.
but what really matters is what you actually do
in the game," he said. "Right now 1 can tell you
that we're shooting the ball well at practice, but
1 can't tell you how that is going to translate
into the game.''
Cross has confidence in the girls, he said. but
what really matters is if they have confidence
in their own performance.
"TTle trutH is go ng to He tota tonigtjt
whether they produce with the loose energy
they have in the gym, or if they're going to have
stage fright," he said. ''If that's the case, then
we're not going to be very successful."
From a statistical standpoint, he said he
wants to see the girls rebound more.
''1 think we arl' overall a better rebounding
'team," he said. "But when you lose those dou·
ble digit rebound statistics it becomes a concern."
Teamwork is an important factor in the game
and the girls seem to have a good team atmosphere on and off the court, Cross said.
"It's been outstanding in the gym," he said.
"Last year's tc;un ~:hcmistry was OK, but it's
hecn phenomt•nal this year. They're all excited
and it translates into the style they play in.
Everybody fl~cls like they're going to con·
tribute. Hopefully those things don't change
when we play this Friday."
He said the girls recognize the team is much
more important than the individual which will
help in terms of ball passing and. overall offense.
Tipoff is set for 5:15 tonight in the CFSB Cen·
ter.

Contact Besser at cbesser@murraystate.edu.

If I'm going to weigh in on the
Penn State mess that you've no
doubt heard about by now that has
led to the firing of college football
legend Joe Paterno, I have to preface my article by saying three
things.
First, people accused of crimes
in America are innocent until
proven guilty in a court of law.
Ben
Twenty-four hour tabloid journal·
Morrow
ism hasn't changed that fact, and Sports columnist
we would do well to remember it.
For the record. everyone who has been arrested in the
Sandusky fiasco has claimed innocence.
Second, I usually don't like calling for people's jobs,
even those of public figures. I think people do it way
too often for silly reasons because it doesn't L"'st them
anything to do so. Even public figures have lives to
live and families to feed. Demanding strangers be
fired is easy. Making the hard decisions is not so ea!.-y.
Third, and with the first statement in full view, I'm
going to proceed with the assumption the Pennsylvania police and brrand jury were justified when they indicted former Penn State defensive coordinator Jerry
Sandusky for, among other charges, 15 counts of child
molestation over eight years, with at least one instance allegedly witnessed on school property.
With all that said, I have one message for the Board
of Regents at Penn State University: You did the right
thing firing school president Graham Spanier and
head football coach Joe Paterno, You had one chance
to get out in front of this thing, and you did.
Make no mistake. Paterno should not have survived
this debacle in my opinion. The 84 year-old ball coach
is going to end his career on the worst possible note.
But don't forget that Spanier was informed of the al·
leged incidents around the same time as then athletic
director Tim Curley and former senior vice president
Gary Schultz. both of whom arc currently out of a job
and under indictments for perjury.
I'm glad the university president didn't get to fly
under the radar. Much like U.S. Attorney General Eric
Holder and the Fast and Furious weapons debacle,
Spanier was in charge when everything went dnwn.
Like Holder. he either had no control of the men un·
derneath him, or he purposefully turned a blind eye to
illegal activity. Like Holder. he was either complicit
or inept. Like Holder, Spanier should have been un·
ceremoniously canned.
Penn State had only one chance to do the 'right
thing and salvage its reputation, but that could not
have happened with the current figureheads in place.
According to police, Paterno did not caH the au·
thorities himself or use his public position to stand
on behalf of children reportedly abused under his
tenure. He simply told his superior.
When a graduate assistant walked in on a child .r ape
in progress in a university shower in 2002 and went
straight to JoePa, the coach told Curley and left it at
that.
ln fact, according to the grand jury indictment. no
one from the university attempted to identify the
child in q uestion or contact officials..~-~
State Police Commissioner Frank Noonan said that
Paterno and others within the administration did not
break any laws by failing to report the incident. Noonan, however, was careful to publically remind 'administrators of "the moral requirements for a human
being that knows of sexual things that are taking place
with a child," Noonan said. "1 think you have the
moral responsibility ... whether you're a football
coach or a university president or the guy sweeping
the building. 1 think you have a moral responsibility to
call us. It is a case about children who have had their
innocence stolen from them, in a culture that did
nothing to stop it or prevent it from happening tooth-

ers."
According to police, Sandusky's alleged abuse of
young boys continued for six years after administrators, including Paterno and Spanier, decided to pass
the buck inst~ad of calling the cops. They turned a
blind eye and allowed Sandusky to hang around instead of sounding the alarm. Although they are not
implicit in Sandusky's alleged crimes, they allowed
the opportunity for abuse to continue. Spanier was at
the helm of the ship. Spanier was rightfully thrown
overboard with everyone else.
JoePa wants us to think he is shocked and was
fooled by Sandusky as if this is the flrst he has heard
of this. Some fans mourn that this story came out the
same year JoePa broke Eddie Robinson's record for
the most wins as a NCAA Division I football coach.
Don't forget that JoePa has been testifying to the
grand jury since more than a year ago, and the inci·
dent about which he and President Spanier are being
criticized occurred nine years ago.
Meanwhile, Yahoo! Sports' Dan Wetzel reported
Monday Sandusky was seen working out in the Penn
State weight room last week. This hardly sounds like
a guy banned from all association with the program.
University officials. from Spanier to Paterno. have
been blissfuUy (and I believe purposefully> ignorant.
Plausible deniability, however, is precisely what
JoePa and Spanier wish to claim. The truth is, they
didn't know because they didn't want to know. And
because Penn St.'s administration cared more about
building a monster football program than being
morally accountable, they created an atmosphere of
enabling that allowed more children to be abused on
their watch. It was up to administration, then. to dean
house.
It was time for everyone to go. Sandusky. Curley.
Schultz, Spanier, Paterno and anyone else who knew
about this and didn't do everything possjble to stop
it. It's the only way Penn State could wipe the slate
clean and move on.
Contact Morrow at mmorrow@murraystate.edu.
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The Blue Grass Boys showcased their abilities during The Prairie Home Companion live radio variety show last Saturday at the CFSB Center.

Radio show fills CFSB Center with laughter, bluegrass
Savannah Sawyer
Staff writer
It was a packed night Saturday at the CSFB Center with people of all ages.
The University had the honor of hosting "A Prairie Home
Companion with Garrison Keillor last weekend.
A Prairie Home Companion, a radio variety show that airs
from 5 to 7 p.m. every Saturday, brought nearly 4,000 people to
Murray State Saturday night.
The show came 10 Murray b<.'cause WKMS. a local nun-profit
radio station hascd at Murray State, requested them.
"We wanted t<' get them here with our station becauc;e we'd
heard of other stations in rurnl areas that they went to,'' Kate
Lochte. station manager at WKMS, said. "We just started com·
municuting with them on an annual basis about what a good
crowd they would get if tht•y came here and how we would really love to have them."
Though she is the station's manager, Lochte dOl'S not take all
of the credit fnr getting the show booked at the CFSB Center.
"I was just sort of in the middle of a team at the station and
with volunteers at Murray State and the CSFB Center," she said.
"I'm ju~t sort of in the middle of everybody who worked on it."
111e show paid .t ~mall homage to Tom Keith. their sound cf-,
fccts worker, who recently died.
''He was adomblc," Sue Scott, actress from the program, said
about Keith. "I marvcll·d with what he could do onstage."
Pat Donohue, guitarist for the program. also had nice things
to say of Keith's work.
"He didn't waste time yet he had all the time he needed. I'm
glad to say l never wasted a moment being with Tom Keith,"
Donohue said.
'Ilte program itself was a tribute to Bill Monroe who is known
for creating the music genre bluegrass.
All of the musici:.tns fl•aturcd in Saturday's performance were
close to Jlvhmroc. A majority of the performers were part of his
band, the BIUl' Grass Boys.
The show hrings in audiences of all ages from all over the
country. Some traveled far just to sec the performance.
Caitlyn Gallip, nonstudent, attends the University of Missouri, but c:tme to Murray just for the show.
"I hav1..• been listening since l was a child," Gallip said. ''We
wuuld listen on long road trips."
Overall, Lnchte was pleased with the outcome of the show
and the reactions from the audience.
"I thought th:tt the crowd was really pleased with it:• I.ochtc
said. "I sensed a lut of goodwill in the crowd and the 'Prairie
Home Companion' people were really pleased with the reception that everybody gave."
Students of Murray State were also impressed by the performance.
Ml liked the little man playing the mandolin," Ashlce Futrell.
junior from Cadiz, Ky., said. "It really impressed me."
The radio show has been on th~ air for many years.
"The show bcg.1n in St. P.tul. Minn., in the summer of 1974,"
Garrison Keillor, host of the program, said. "Some musician
friends and me were trying to do a live stage show on radio, like
the Grand Ole Opry in Nashville, singing old songs about loving one who doesn't love you and longing to catch a t"reigh1
train nud lind a place where the water doesn't taste like turpentine."
Being a long runuing program, "A Prairie Home C~mpanion"
has allowed individuals to ~row up with the program through·
out the years.
"I grew up list~~ning to it," Jeffery Young, senior from Hopkinsvillt:, Ky., said.
The show has now been on air for 38 years and is playl~d on
600 public radi(l stations nationwide. The show brings in an audience of more than 4 million listeners each week.
Contact Sanyer ar ssawyc.'r@murrayst:Jtc.cdu.

Garrison Keillor tells astory during the show.

Paul Kienitz plays acoustic guitar in the Blue Grass Boys band.
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Musicians show their 'Roots' at historic show
Alma Taylor
Assistant Features Editor
Itching for a night o( genuine music? The
' Murray State department of History is sponsoring a concert sure to take audience members back to their roots.
i Tbe second ever "Roots" concert. "Roots 2."
is at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in Wrather Auditorium. The concert will ft;ature four acts: Josh
Williams, The Dorians, Wil Maring & Robert
Bowlin. and Kailey Stone Starks.
Ted Belue. senior lecturer of history at
Murray State, classifies roots music as traditional American music. Belue describes it as
part of the DNA of more modern types of
music.
"(These modem genres) had an origin and
the origin really begins in the Appalachians
and begins with the Celtic traditions, the
blues traditions and the gospel traditions,"
Belue said. ':America has great music and we
have distinctly different forms like blues and
jap. and bluegrass."
The idea for having "Roots" concerts was
suggested by the chair of thl• department of
history.
.. Every semester or so. I would meet with
some musician friends of mine on campus
and we would put out a small concert for
whoever would show up," Belue said. "Last
fall, Terry Strieter. our chair, approached me
with the idt!a of doing this. He said why don't
you do this and plan 1t out and st!t a date and
I said 'OK."'
Belue is hoping these concerts can become
an annual event.
One performer is Murray State advertising
student Kailey Stone Starks, junior from Mur-

ray, who grew up singing gospel music in
church and has been around music her entire
life.
"(Kailey) sings wonderfully," Belue said.
"She's got a good, robust, kind of deep voice
and she will be singing some classic country
like Patsy Cline."
Starks used to play music with Belue, and
was asked by him to perform at the "Roots 2"
concert.
"He said, 'Well, we had it last year and it
was a pretty good turn-out so I think you
might like to do this,' because I do a lot of
Patsy Cline and stuff like that." Starks said.
"He said it would be kind of cool to get someone from that angle."
Starks began playing the piano when she
was 6 and got her first guitar when she was 8.
Starks recalls her start with performing by
learning how to play and sing at church.
"There was a few older men probably in
their 70s and that is how I got started, just sitting around playing guitar with them," Starks
said. "After a little while I started knowing
more than they did."
While Starks might have learned how to
play many years ago, she is a firm believer
that you don't have to be a certain age or gender to enjoy bluegrass or roots music.
"The main thing about me playing here at
Murray State is that it's not that uncool for
people my age or even girls to play banjo or
be in a bluegrass band or even listen to bluegrass music,'' she said. "It's not just all kneeslapping and playing a jug, it's actual musical
talent."
Since the concert is sponsored by the department of history, it is only appropriate that
audience members gN some type of cultural

f•l<' photo

Ted Belue, senior lecturer of history at Murray State, plays acoustic guitar at last year's Roots 1concert
The Roots 2concert is 7:30 p.m., Tuesday in Wrather Auditorium.
history lesson out of 1he evening.
"One different thing about this concert I han
other concerts that people will go to is this really docs have a historic slant," Belue s;tid.
"The performers will he talking about their
music and the artists and historically, their
role. They will be talking about the instruments and where they come from. As they

perform and play in a very unobtrusive way,
you are also getting some good history lessons."
The concert is free to the public and there
will be refreshments sold by tire MSU honor
society, Phi Alpha Theta.
Contact Taylor. at acsylor2@murraystacc
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75th annual Campus Lights production well underway
Allyson Putman
Staff writer
Janujlry 2012 is a milestone for Campus
Lights, the longest running student produced
and performed musical in ·the South. The producers are near the end of casting the roles for
the big show as auditions continue tonight.
Campus Lights is a musical production
hosted each spring by Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
Fraterwty of America and Sigma Alpha Iota
International Music Fraternity.
TI1is year is expected to be even bigger for
the production, as it marks the 75th anniversary of Campus Lights. To celebrate chis milestone, the production team chose an epic and
memorable show ~ "Tit:mic: A New Musical."
Barry Sharp, senior from Shelbyville, Ky., is
the instrumental conductor for the show. He

said the board of producers has bl"en planning
this Campus Lights for a while to prepare for
such an exciting milestone.
"We tried to find a show that is fitting,"
Sharp said. "This is a historical year for that
event and a historical event for our chapters."
This April is the lOOth anniversary of the
sinking of the Titanic. This production, however, will be much different than the James
Cameron movie the public knows and loves.
"This is such a dcepc.r connection to the actual event than the movie," Sharp said. "All of
the music is just great and it's definitely epic."
Cody Martin, senior from Mascoutah, Ill., is
the vocal director this year. His duty is to conduct the vocal nuditions.
The vocal auditions r~quired participant!! to
showcast! a varjcty of skills. For a vocalist,
Martin said he expected them to perform a
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monologue, IS measures of any song (preferably a number from a musical) and choreography. They will also be tcst~d on their vocal
range.
Martin said it is important the artists arc
able to perform well in all categories.
"Anyone in the !'how is very nctivdy in·
volvcd," he said. "Everyone will have lots of
stage time.''
He said there arc multiple storylines
throughout the show, with no s ingle part
being the actual lead.
Leslie Parsons, senior from Mayfield, Ky.,
auditioned for the first time. She is a memb~r
of Sigma Alpha Iota and has been a part o f
previ(lUS productions on campus. Parsons said
she didn't know whnt hnd kept her from 1\ttdi
tioning before now.
"I think what really changed my mind was
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seeing "Beauty and the Hcast:• last y~ar," she
said. "That was such a fantastic and well-done
production, I knew I had to be inviJlvcd with
the next one.''
'
Planning for a production of this magnitude
requires a great deal of work from the produ~ers and pt!rformers. The production team
for Campus Lights is already m\king arrangements for practices and rehearsals. Rehearsals
for the entire cast begin next semester.
Because of thl.! milestone, Martin and Sharp
expect a much greater alumni turnout anJ are
planning a reception before the performance
in the Curris Center.
For those interested in participating in the
show, final auditions wil1 be held tonight from
8·11 p.m. in Fine-Arts room 314.
Contact Putman at aputman@murraystatc.
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Childish Gambino shines on label debut

All you can eat

Features Editor Charlotte Kyle: writt•s che CD

n•views.
Rapper Childish Gambino has a handful uf.,.mix
tapes under his belt, but "Camp" js the first album
fans will be able to hold in their hands. It's also the
firs'i album Don01ld Glover, the man behind the
moniker, is actually' selling. It was well worth the
wait and is well worth the price.
Glover, best knuwn for his role as Troy Barnes
on NBC's "Community," is not just an actorturned-rapper. If you want to get technical, he's a
creative forl'e to be reckoned with, with credits as
a writer, actor, com~:dian and musician. One would
not be crazy to suspect Glover has a time machine
and that's how he's able to accomplish so much at
·
the same time.
His jack-of-all-trades attitude comes off on
tracks as he drops lines such as "I won't stop until
they lia}1 Jamt.'S Franco is the white Donald Glover."
The album begin!> with "Outside;• a track which
has Glover reflecting upon hi!' childhood. This is
not the first time he has opened up about growing
up, but this definitely goes into more detail on the
hardships his family faced.
He describes his family's fear for their own
safety after an uncle's address book h; stolen -his
mom lud the kids sleep with screwdrivers under
their pillows.
The song features less pop culture references
and quips than his otht~r tracks: this one is just an
emotional and raw look into his past.
"Street took.y<1u O\'Cr. I want my cousin back I
the \\'orld's saying what you arc because you're
young and black."
The hook, which features a group of singers,
shines light un the promise (1f a world out there if
"we go outside."
The song is easily one of the pest on the album.
''Fire Fly" ages Glover a bit, with the tr;~ck foPhoto c:ourW.loy oi ITune~
cusing on his progress as a rapper. It is an excel·camp,' thefirst label release from rapper Childish Gambino. Is available Tuesday through Glassnote Records.
lent example of his style, with pop culture
references ranging from "Fresh Prince of Bel-Air"
!>Wears and sexual songs you won't find much here
something dumb for a laugh, is willing to say
to approve l)f. Not every song solely focuses on
something two or three tinws as dumb to make me
to fleshlights.
"All I du is make thl' stuff 1 would've liked, refthose topics. but at ll•ast one line !'lips in most
laugh," hl· s:~ys. 'Thl' details gl't specific, down toTerence things I wanna watch. reference girls I . songs.
shirt colors and hair tic linl.!s.
wanna bite," hl' raps.
"Heartbeat" features some of the raunchier
It puts the listener into the momt.•nt, bringing
The Stl.tff he likes - the nenl culture and fairly
lyrics. The music, meanwhile, is like a dirty verthe album to a quie~ close. Glover sounds as if he's
intelligent puns- is a double-edged sword. It often
sion uf the "Tron" soundtrack paired with heartopening his soul up ro the audience.
beat-esque drums. It's one of the catchiest tracks,
"Camp" ts not a perfect concept album. but this
causes haters to say he "acts white," but it also
combining a smooth hook with low, emotional
moment tlcs the rest into a nice package, a duffel
helps broaden his audience to a point where it':;
not about race. It's just about pcnpll~ liking things.
verses.
bag ready to be tossed into a bunk at summer
1 don't listen to a lot of rap but I genuinely enjoy
"I..E.S." is an ode to New York girls and a lovecamp. The nlbum is strong from start to finish and
everything about his songs.
hate rdationship with hipsters. The song f~:aturcs
was definitely worth the wait.
"Bonfire" is this album's ''Freaks and Gceks,''
a lot of contradictions and features one (If the hcst
Contact Kyle at charlotte.J..:yle(wrnurraystate.edu.
which esscntittlly means that it's incredible. It'!;
lines of the albums as Glover breaks his usual
rough, with sirens and alarms opening the track
scheme to say: ''I'm a mess I That don't
and a haunting chorale backing his verses.
rhyme with shit I that's just true."
,
The album is 0<1t for the easily offended or faint
The album ends with the nearly eight-minute
of heart. Glover docs not ceo ·or himself when it
"That Power" which goes into a spoken·word
-.
comes to sex and race. He even coils out thos."e-~~t.~
ra....d< arounil t le.r::20 mar . Glnvcr tellS a ocau t-........-o"'r...tt-1 n_..o....t""'e-: or:lylr you·r~ ordi........- L > - - - who have critkized his t.ulgarity and offensiveful, poetic story of C(lming home from camp at age
·Iwo notes: Borrow it from a friend
13 and describes his crush
ness on "Bae,kpackers.''
- 011 the o••irl next t<• ht'm.
T h rcc notes: Worth the money
When it comes down to it, if you're not OK with
"A girl who's smart, and funny. and who. if I say
Four notes: A future classic
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This wetr-s • releases
IDs
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I follow way too many cat-related bloQs on
Tumblr. I'm a cat lady at age 24. 1have IC"'
cepted this. While everyone may not be as Obsessed as I am, anyone can appreciate The
Kitten Covers. a blOc) dedicated to remaklno
album coven wtth ~of kittens. Check It

• Childish Gambino - ..camp"
• Drake • "Take Care"
• Kate Bush - "50 Words Fat Snow"

• 'Larry Crowne"
• •pirates of the caribbean: On
stran~r Tides"
• •superheroes"

gry."

I'm in that small percentage. I don't
watch a lot of television, I just know a lot
about some really :~mazing shows and devote my energy to that. It's why I made
"Community" cupcakes for my birthday.
(It all comes back to food.)
Contact Kyle at charlotte.kyle@
murraystate.edu.
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In the past month it
seems as if mort~ and
more people arc commenting on my television habits and talking
to me about television.
At first I took this
as a compliment.
"Hey, people arc reading my column! People value iny opinion!"
I said to myself in a
cheesy pilot voiccover
style. Then I focused
on what exactly they said and was slightly
less excited.
''You watch a lot of TV," the first person
said.
This is true, 1 suppose. My television
does get a lot of play, even if it's background noise as 1 bake cupcakes or do
dishes.
"I'm not into anything as much as
you're into TV," the next person said.
(That was Anna Taylor, the assistant features editor.)
That sounds more like her problem
than mine, right? The statement means
she's ju.o;t incapable of getting into things
and I'm totally and completely normal for
th~ level of devotion 1 put into television
... right?
'
"You watch an alarming amount of television," the third person told me.
Alarming is a strong word. especially in
regard to the amount of television I find
myself watching.
The way I see it, television is ldnd of
like food. People have different tastes.
One person's favorite food might cause
another person to literally break out in
hives. (This is how I am with "Whitney." I
think.) Some foods take longer to prepare
than others. "rhcy contain more ingredients and require more effort than the
generic frozen dinners.
And, when it comes to food, no one
wants to hear abtlUt how much he or she
consumes.
They may talk about it, sure - "Man, 1
ate, like, an entire large pizza last night."
That's bragging. That's inviting the world
to congratulate you on your gluttony
while internally worrying about- your
physical b.ealth.
It's a completely different conversation
when someone else brings it up, though.
"Arc you having another slice? Didn't you
already eat four? Isn't that a bit excessive?" That's awkward. That's judgmental.
This column is my bragging area. J'his
is my I.argc pizzJa with half of a chocolate
cake. Essentially • that means thnt the
amount of television I discu.-;s here is not
necessarily huw much television I watch
each day. It's a once-in-a-while thing.
(For the health professionals out there,
don't worry: this is all a metaphor. I've
never eaten an entire large pizza and
would nl•vcr attempt it.)
Dan Harmon (creat(lr of"Comm\tnity")
recently did an interview with Digital Spy.
When discussing television habits he said
how most people arc just looking for
something to casually watch.
"'There's o nly a very small percentage of
the population that has so much free energy in their brain that they're actively •
seeking out a telf.:vision show that you're
supp06ed to taste as if it's a gourmet
meal." he said. "Most people arc just hun-
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Students take month-long novel writing challenge
Paige Graves
Staff writer
Write 50,000 words in o ne month. That is the challenge of
National Novel Writing Month (NaNoWriMo), and it is one not
everyone will take. Producing a novel before the clock strikes
midnight on Nov. 30 <;an be a w riter's worst nightmare, but
Nicole Tuberty has stepped up to the challenge - and not for
the fJist time.
Thberty. junior from St. Louis, Mo., is a creative writing major
and has been participating in NaNoWriMo since 2006. Thberty
said it's a good way to get a first draft of a novel going, and that
an entire community of writers come together from around the
world to offer encouragement. Though there is not a prize for
the self-driven challenge, participants receive a certificate if
they finish in time.
"I first heard about NaNoWriMo when I was a freshman in
high school," Tuberty said. "I tried it in 2006 and failed miserably because I had no idea what I was getting myself into. For
some reason I decided I would try again in 2007, and I got a really great story written, and I've participated and 'won' every
year since then. I can't even imagine what it would be like to
have a November that didn't include this crazy challenge."
Tuberty has already surpassed 20,000 words for the month.
Normally drawing from her own experiences, Tubcrty said this
time around she is being forced to use her imagination more
because she has not had the experiences her characters are having.
"My novel this year is the sequel to the novel I wrote last year,
which has been a big help because I'm already familiar with the
characters and settings,'' Tuberty said. "The novel is called
'Crash and Burn,' and it's the story of a 22-year-old girl named
Tamra who lives in a fictional country run by a dictator, and
she's working as the dictator'S assistant. She finds herself in a
lot of situations throughout the novel where she has to choose
between her loyalty to her country and her loyalty to herself,
and she's learning that choices have consequences. Eventually
those choices will lead to her being forced to question everything she's been taught her entire life."
NaNoWriMo started in July 1999 with just 21 participants, but
by the 2010 event more than 200,000 people participated. It was
moved to November in 2001 to take advantage of typically 'miserable' weather.
The webslte. http://www.nanowrimo.org/en, gives a history
of the event, a countdown clock once the month begins and a
forum for writers to discuss ideas and struggles with other participants.
"The experience of NaNoWriMo is a lot more than writing a
novel," Thberty said. "That's a big part of it, but there are also
forums on the NaNoWriMo website where you can interact
with people writing~ novd in a month all over the world, anywhere from Sweden to South Africa. Cities and regions all over
the world also have their own forums where you can talk to
people who live near you. Each region has write-ins, where participants all meet somewhere and just sit down and work on
their novels together. l've met some of my best friends by going
to write-ins."
Tuberty motivates herself to finish her homework by taking
writing breaks, and encourages everyone who wants to participate to rise to the challenge.
"I say just give it a shot," Tuberty said. "You have nothing to
lose. Even if you don't get SO.OOO words. eaCh word you do write
in November is one more than you had in October. Also, 50,000
words sounds intimidating to a lot of people, but if you do the

Jordie Oetken!The N~ws

Nicole Tuberty, junior from St Louis, Mo., writes In the library. Tuberty has participated In National Novel Wrttii'IQ Month since 2006.
math it's only 1,667 words per day."
However, not all students can make the time for the monthlong project.
Amanda Delp. senior from Fenton, Mich., has participated in
the event before, but not this year.
"It was pretty intense," Delp said. "With the regular class load
it was hard. butl'm glad 1 did it. This yearJ have too much going
on and not enough time. I think it's a good idea to participate
whether you're an English major or not though, because you

definitely improve your writing and how you think. I liked my
finished project, but I probably won't participate again just for
the lack of time."
·
This month, though famous for the facial hair men refuse to
shave for "No-Shave November," is also a time for people to finally sit down and take a stab at that novel they have been
promisiq themselves to write. As .I'uberty believes, there is
nothing to lose.

Contact Graves at paige.graves@murraystace.edu.
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Entrepreneur's Forum
Four prominent, local entrepreneurs tell their
stories of success.
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Audition Nov. 1 at 6:30p.m. In the CFSB Center,
·

current students only, all talents wefcomel

Nov. 1 - Auditions
Nov. 11 - Jan. 14 - Videos of Performances
will be Shown at Men's Basketball Games
Jan. 18 - Online Voting Begins
Jan. 28 - Top 8 Acts Announced
Feb. 2 - Top 4 Acts Announced
Feb. 9 - Top 2 Announced
Feb. 1 1 -Final 2 Acts Perform Uve
Feb. 18 - Winner Announced & BB&T Awards Grand Prize.

*

Acts can Sign-Up Online at GoRacen.com

Chuck Jones, University Book & Bean,
Elements, The Vintage Rose
Daniel Yong, August Moon
Mike Cowen, Sportable Scoreboards
Matt Gingles, The Burrito Shack

Where: Business Building, Rm 404
When: 4:00pm, T hursday, Nov. 17
Fr ee Pizza and Soft Drinks after tbe
session
Presented by
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New men's basketball Coach Steve
Prohm is ready for the new season
It is with great excitement and anticipation that our Murray State basketball
team enters the 2011-12 season.
Since I became the head coach in May, I've looked forward to the start of the
season and sharing it with you, the student body of Murray State.
As we go into this season, please know your attendance and enthusiasm at
our games inspires our team to great effort and intensity when they put on the
blue and gold.
Murray State Basketball is special because of its passionate fans and supporters who cheer for us every time we take the floor.
It is my sincere wish that you will make plans to be at each one of our home
games this season and be ready to be the sixth-man in the stands to help us to
victory. All around college basketball, the CFSB Center is known as one of the
toughest places to play in the country. One reason for our success at home is
our students.
This is the 87th season of Racer Basketball and 1 hope you'll make plans to
experience it with me, our coaching staff and student-athletes.
I'll see you at The Bank!
Melissa Ruhlman/Tht> News

SteveProhm
Men's Basketball Head Coach

Head Coach Steve Prohm rides Into the CFSB Center on a Harley Davidson motorcylce durin!} his
Introduction at the 2011 Fan Jam.
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We ue Racers!

Rob Cross
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A oo at t e men s season
Dylan Stinson

Assistant Sports Editor

File photo

· Junior Isaiah canaan shoots during the 7o-62 victory over
Morehead State in February.

Perhaps the most major change from last season
is the exit offorrner head coach Billy Kennedy, who
served as head coach for five seasons, winning two
OVC titles. Kennedy made the move to Texas A&M
and in stepped his long time assistant coach Steve
Prohm. This is Prohm's first head coach experience
but, as I said earlier, the Racers know how to win
and obviously know how to pick coaches whom
contribute to their winning habit.
Another major change the Racers will have to
adjust to is losing many of its starters from last season. Starters such as B.J. Jenkins, Isaac Miles and
Jeffrey McClain no longer rep the blue and gold,
but there is hope. The Racers have new talent and
arc returning key players such as leading scorer
junior guard Isaiah Canaan and senior forward Ivan
Aska. Aska had 17 double-figure scoring games and
was third in the OVC in field goal percentage at

Third place is where the Murray State men's basketball team is predicted to finish this season. But
as everyone knows predictions are, for lack of a
better word, pointless. Just look at college football.
Has a team ever finished first who was predicted
to? You would think after years of domination in
OVC people would wake up and start ranking the
Racers No. I from the get-go. But, I guess some people will just never learn.
Anyway, Murray State fans should be anxious and
excited for this upcoming basketball season for
many reasons. There have been many major
changes and moves made on the basketball team,
but that shouldn't create any fear or worry for
Racer fans because if there is one thing Murray
State basketball has made a habit of- it's winning.
.588.
When it comes to basketball. the Racers rank
The Racers have a tough schedule this season.
They will be p laying many ultra-talented teams in
among the best in the game. Murray State's current
the Great Alaska Shootout tournament during
streak of 24 consecutive winning seasons is tied
with Connecticut for the fourth longest winning
Thanksgiving week and have scheduled games
streak in Division 1 basketball. The Racers lead the · against two top-40 RPI teams from last season:
Ohio Valley Conference with 22 titles and 14 tourMemphis and University of Alabama-Birmingham.
Contact Stinson at dstinson@murraystate.
nament titles, while also making 14 NCAA tournament appearances.
edu.
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Besser
Staff writer

The women's basketball team
will be tipping off the beginning

~

'

of its season topjght.
Leaving last year with an overall record of 9-21 and a loss
against Austin Peay at the OVC
championship, the girls have a
clean slate. In November, the
Racers face . opponents such as
University of Louisville. Ball State
and Evansville UDivenity.
This fear's roster featUres four
freshmen; guard Keiona Kirby,
center Beth Mahurin, guard
Allison West and forward
Asbleigh McBean. Returning
seniors include forward Kayla
Lowe and guard Mallory Schwab.
The girls are directed by Head
Coach Rob Cross.
Cross wants to improve ball
shooting, ball handling and over• all offense, he said.
"We really struggled to put the
ball in the basket last season. but
if we get that worked on our team

will be very strong," he said. "It's
all about taking care of the ball"
The team is focused on staying
healthy this year, be said.
"If we can prevent more
injuries, our tempo will definitely
improve,.. Cross said. "'f we stay
heaJ.thy, we have a number of people who can score baskets consistently."
The team's defense is solid; last
season the girls were the top
defensive team In the OVC.
"' really WilDt to maintain our
defensive intensity,• Cross said.
"That combined with a worked on
offense would be great.•
Overall, Cross is confident in
this year's players and said they're
doing an outstanding job at practices.
The player to watch this season
is senior Kayla Lowe. a ~foot-1
forward. Last season. LoWe started in 24 games, averagiDg 9.6
points and 4.9 rebounds a game.
She has obtained a rebound in the
last 35 games, the second-longest
active streak on the team.
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Additionally, she has scored in
her last six appearances.
Lowe said strong teamwork will
help them.
.
"]·actually thiDk that of the four
years I've been here, this is the
closest team we've had,• Lowe
said. "All the new players have
come and adapted to our playing
style very well.•
Mallory Schwab, the team's
other senior, is a S-foot-9-inch
guard. Last season. she was
named OVC Player of the Week
for her offensive record of 19
points against Jacbonville State
on Dec. 21.
Schwab and Lowe said they
enjoy the team atmosphere and
Murray State spirit.
"Murray State games are fun to
play in and fun to watch.• Schwab
said. "You've got to love the
Racers."
Tipoff for the first game is at
5:15 p.m. today in the CFSB Center
against Evansville.
File photo
Contact Besser at cbesser@
murraystate.edu.
Senior Kayta Lowe Is one of two seniors on tNs year's tHm.
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Robinson, Winfrey
rece~ve preseason honors
Melissa Ruhlman/The News

Men's basketball earns
ESPN attention

..,;

Ben Morrow
Staff writer
Several dates are circled on the calendars of the men's basketball team
this year, with two games scheduled
to air on ESPNU, at Austin Peay on
Tan. 7 and at home against Tennessee
Tech on Jan. 14, with the projected
biggest matchup against the Austin
Peay Governors on Feb. 11.
Austin Peay, who beat out
Tennessee Tech last week as the OVC
media preseason favorite, returns
four starters including ftrst-team
OVC player TyShwan Edmondson
from a 20-win season last year.
Murray State, which returns preseason All·OVC picks Ivan Aska and
Isaiah Canaan, was picked by the
media to finish a close third.
When asked if one of the ESPNU
matchups at Austin Peay and at home
against Tennessee Tech, was more
important, head coach Steve Prohm
showed his diplomatic side.
"I'm concerned about both of
them," Prohm said. "It will be a huge
road test down at Austin Peay, and it
will bring a lot of players back from a
team who was supposed to win the
league so we will have played in a lot
of tough environments up to that
point, but it will be our toughest road

test. Tennessee Tech is a big game
because it's a home game and you
can't lose your home games. They've
got a lot of players back and they are
picked one or two in everything you
see and they beat us last year and it
won't be a revenge game, it will be a
ho me game. ln o rder to win the championship you've got to win your home
games."
The home game that stands out
above the others, however, will be the
Feb. 11 matchup against the
Governors. The game w ill be played
during the homestretch of OVC play
and will no doubt help determine the
regular season OVC Championship.
Prohm said he hopes the Racers'
up-tempo style of play will help them
continue to be one of the top OVC
teams this year.
''Hopefully we'll be able to score off
our defense and get some easy baskets and that we won't have to run a
whole bunch of offense but that we
can get stops," he said. "We don't
want to get a lot of bad shots, we want
Isaiah to push and try to create easy
baskets, the more easy baskets you
can get the more pressure you put on
the other team and hopefully we'll be
able to do that."
Contact Morrow at mmorrow
@murraystate.edu.

Sisters
Rustic & Relaxed Decor

Furniture • Decor • Antiques
401 Maple Street
Murray; KY 42071

270.761.1343
the&i&tershe~O.Dl

Jonathan Ferris
Staff writer

Junior Mariah Robinson and sophomore Jessica Winfrey have both garnered preseason attention from several media sources. The women were
both named to the College Sports
Madness All-Ohio Valley Preseason
Second Team.
Additionally,
Robinson
and
Winfrey were also named to the 201112 All-Ohio Valley ·Conference
Preseason Team.
"I'm very excited for both of them,
they're very deserving," Head Coach
Rob Cross said.
Robinson earned a spot on the All
Conference Team last year, automatically earning her spot on this year's
preseason team. With nine of the previous 10 players from last year's all
conference team returning, only one
spot remained open for a newcomer.
Murray State's own, Jessica Winfrey
would take the one opening.
"We're very excited for her but very
disappointed we've just lost her for
the year with a ruptured Achilles,"
.Cross said. ''She's well-deserving and
was about to really turn heads and
become, if not one of the best players,
one of the two or three best players in
the conference."
'
Cross believes Winfrey will continue to impact this year's team off the
court, he said.
"We're looking forward to getting
her back and she's going to do everything she can to help her team bringing energy on the sidelines and helping coach them," Cross said.
Despite Winfrey's circumstances,
Cross said he remains excited for
Robinson's contributions to the team.

Robinson dribblesaoalnst Austin Peay last year.
"On the court, she just scores the
basketball in a vafiety of ways," Cross
said. "One of her best attributes is she
can finish shots in any situation, and
she certainly docs not lack for confidence and that certainly helps the
team.''
Cross also believes in her contributions off the court.
"Off the court she is just a great
person to be around, she's very amiable with everyone whether on our
team or off, she's just a good solid
person that is a pleasure to be
around," Cross said. ''I tease her a lot
and she takes it well and can joke
around with other people and that's
one of the things I really like about
her.''
Cross and players said they are
excited for thls season and look forward to improving on their finish last
year.
Contact Ferris at jferris2@
murraystate.edu.

•When you clock in here you go to work
and when you clock .out you represent this
program the right way .. There Is a responsibility you have of being at Murray State as
a coach and as a player~ Our goal is to win
but also to handle yourself the right way."

.
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New faces·
of Racer
basketb
Women's newcomers

.
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The News

Ed Marlowe

Staff writer

With OVC standout and sophomore
forward jessica Winfrey out for the
season with a ruptured Achilles, the
Racers will need new players to step
up in her absence.
Hailing from Memphis, Tenn.,
sophomore Erica Burgess sat out the
2010-11 season after transferring from
Southeastern Louisiana. Now ready
for action, Burgess posted 43 steals,
78 assists and a .495 clip from the field
while averaging just 21 minutes per
game in the 2009-10 season. The sociology major was one of the top point
guards in Memphis her senior year of
high school, averaging 14 points, six
assists and f1ve rebounds per contest.
Before redshirting her freshman
year, Chanyere Hosery played for
nationally ranked Bolingbrook High
School in 2009. From Bolingbrook,
Ill., Hosery helped lead the No. 8
ranked team to its second-consecutive Illinois State High School
Association Class 4A Championship.
As a hybrid forward/center, she'll
look to provide a strong inside presence for the Racers.
As a senior for the Liberty Tech
Lady Crusaders and an exercise science major, Keiona Kirby averaged 19
points, nine rebounds, three assists
and three steals per game in helping
· her team to the Division I Class AA
Tennessee State semifinals. A freshman guard from Jackson, Tenn., Kirby
will provide instant offense and
quickness to the court.
Averaging 17 points, 15 rebounds,
six blocks and a .630 shooting percentage her senior st;ason, Beth

Mahurin is everything needed to help
a team dominate the post presence. A
freshman from RockVille, Ind., and an
undecided major, Mahurin plays two
sports for Murray State, donning a
jersey for the volleyball team as well.
Her stellar senior season helped garner a McDonald's All-American nomination.
Victoria,
From
Warrandyte,
Australia, freshman forward/center
and biology major Ashleigh McBean
played for Carey Baptist Grammar
School for the past three years. As a
member of the Victorian State team,
she helped lead them to three straight
national championships from 20072009. At 6-foot, look for McBean to be
down under the basket dominating
the boards.
JUCO transfer and junior forward
Kyra Watson helped lead the John A.
Logan Lady Vols to its fust appearance in the NJCAA national tournament in 10 years. From Montgomery,
Ill., Watson averaged 21 points, nine
rebounds, two assists and two steals
in leading John A. Logan to a 20-9 finish during the 2010-11 season.
Local sensation Allison West
helped the Lyon County Lady Lyons
capture the district championship in
2010. Now a freshman guard/forward,
West averaged 17 points a game her
senior year and registered 1,000
points during her high school career.
From Eddyville, Ky., West led her
team in rebounding and 70 percent
free throw shooting while earning
team MVP honors her junior and
senior years.
Contact Marlowe at edward.
marlowe@murraystate.edu.
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Men's newcomers
Ed Marlowe

Staff writer

The Racers look to some new faces
in pursuit of a 25th consecutive winning season.
Averaging 20 points and 10
rebounds per game his senior year of
high school, freshman guard Jaylen
Bland looks to play big in the paint. A
native of Reseda, Calif., Bland went to
Cleveland High School. At 6-foot-2inches and 202 pounds, Bland was a
quarterback and shortstop before
choosing to focus on basketball. He
has not decided on a major.
Scoring more than 2,500 points in
his high school prep career, freshman
guard Zay Jackson brings another hot
hand to the Racer offense. From
Hammond, La., Jackson led St.
Thomas Aquinas High School to a 328 record his senior year. Also a decorated track and field specialist,
Jackson won the Louisiana Class 2A
triple jump championship three times
and the high jump once. He is also
undecided on a major.
.Center Harley Nussman of
Pearland, Texas, averaged 14 points,
nine rebounds and three blocked
shots during his senior year at
Pearland High School and holds his

own at the charity stripe, converting
72 percent of his free throws during
his senior year. He is majoring in preveterinary science and looks to contribute defensively for the Racers.
After playing the last two seasons at
Coffeyville Community College in
Coffeyville, Kan., junior transfer
Stacy Wilson looks to shore up an
already deep guard rotation. Wilson
led Coffeyville averaging 14.4 points
per game, posting 46 percent from the
field and 39 percent from downtown.
Wilson is majoring in health and
physical education and could see a lot
of work outside the arc.
After sitting out last season as a
transfer from Missouri-Kansas City,
junior guard LaTreze Mushatt is
ready to see his f1rst action as a Racer.
During his 2009·10 campaign with
UMKC, Mushatt led the team in steals
with 36 and was third in assists with
49. As a multi-talented wing guard, he
averaged nine points and six
rebounds per game his freshman year
with UMKC. He is an organizational
communication major.
Junior guard Dexter Fields will be
sitting out this year after playing two
seasons at UAB. As a sophomore in
the 2010-11 season, he hit 40 percent
from the field and 37 percent from
three-point range, also hitting 70 percent from the free throw line.
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Members of the men's and women's basketball teams sit In center court to watch the s&am dunk competition dtl'fno fan Jam 2011 1n the CfS8 center.
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g players to lead tea•ns

Men's seniors
KYJ'B Ledbetter
Staff writer

With a new coach comes a
whole new set of expectations,
and the seniors of the men's basketball team are no exception.
This year Ivan Aska, Jewuan
Long and Donte Pool are stepping up not only as seniors, but as
leaders, and their new head
coach Steve Prohm expects no
less.
Starting in 2008 with being
named OVC Freshman of the
Year, Ivan Aska has always been
an integral part of Murray State's
team, having contributed 933
points and 517 rebounds so far in
his career-as a Racer. Still more
will be expected of him in the
season to come, as a sizeable part
of the team's success has been
placed squarely on his shoulders.
"Obviously very excited about
the return of Ivan Aska, senior
post player," Prohm said. "We
need him to up his numbers in
both areas. He needs to be a double figure scorer. He needs to be
a double figure rebounder.
People ask about shot selection.
His shot selection needs to get
better, but if he can make a ISfooter he can shoot another one.
If he misses it he knows he has to
get his butt down to the block
and we've got to go inside out."
Guard Jewuan Long has made a
similar impact on the Racer team
after recovering from a knee
injury his sophomore year.
Described as the glue of the team,
Long's attention to detail makes
him invaluable to the Racers.
"You've got a guy in Jewuan

Long who I think is the stable
glue guy for our basketball team,"
Prohm said. "He does all the little
things. He's going to defend the
best player on the other team, he
can score better and his maturity
level is so high. If you look at
what he's done in high school and
what he's done in college, he's
been part of four years here
where he won over 90 games. In
high school he won over 110
games and four championships in
high school and college. So we'll
really rely heavily on him from a
leadership and effort standpoint."
After suffering a broken collar
bone his sophomore year, forward Donte Poole has appeared
in every game since. Last year,
Poole finished the year with a .411
shot percentage and a .338 shot
percentage from the three point
line. This year, however, Poole
will have to take on a considerably larger role for his team to
help make up for the depth of
their bench.
"Then you've got Donte Poole
who (is) now moving into different roles," Prohm said. "It's very
easy to be a backup guard on a
good team. When you step into a
new role as a starter or a six man
your expectations are different
and you're evaluated differently.
And yes, Donte needs to step up
and meet those expectations."
Even given the new and difficult requirements for the three
seniors on the Racer team, there
seems to be little doubt that they
are all more than capable of lead·
ing by example.
Contact
Ledbetter
at
kyra.ledbetter@murraystate.edu.

Women's seniors
JadKohn
Staff writer
They are older and wiser. They
have performed at critical points in
the Racers' history. They are looked
up to and trusted. They are the coaches go to person. Kayla Lowe and
Mallory Schwab are seniors.
"I've been here three years I've
been here in big games and big
moments," Lowe said. "I have experience that they do not have and they
trust me with more things because I
have shown them that I can do it. I
enjoy pressure I like being on the
floor in big games. The ball being in
my hands when the game is on the
line."
It is the girls last year and they are
.looking forward to the changes this
season.
"I'm looking forward to playing
with a new group of girls," said Lowe.
a native of Pikeville, Ky. "I'm a senior
and it's my last year so I'm just excited to play and give it my all every single game."
Schwab from Martinsville, Ind., is
looking forward to the new faster
offense.
As seniors both girls have a leadership role on the team.
"I try to be a leader more so by
example than vocally," Lowe said.
"I've been around these girls for a few
y'e ars now and I know how some
would like to be talked to. You have to
know how to approach each player
and I've gotten a lot better at that over
the years and controlling what I
should say and what I should keep to
myself. I think a lot of the players look
up to me as being tough and not letting other teams players get physical.
I don't let them get in my head and I

think that rubs off on people."
With leadership comes extra
responsibility. More is expected,
which can be stressful. Each girl
acknowledges that and would not
have it any other way, Schwab said.
"I try to be a leader at times and I
hope they do look up to me as a
leader," she said. "I like to work as
hard as I can and if it helps them out
then it is good for the team."
"It's a lot easier to not have this
extra responsibility," Lowe said. "But
that comes with experience and I
would never want to force that role
on a freshman or anyone else. You
can't take a day off when your a
leader."
The two seniors' goals are simple,
win.
"The No. 1 is to get a ring, to win the
OVC Championship, regular season
and to go the NCAA tournament,"
Schwab said. "We need to win more
games than we did last year."
"The regular season ring might
mean more to me," Lowe said. "The
team that can win every game
throughout the year is a better team
than one that can win three games in
a row."
Last year the the team lost in the
frrst round of the OVC tournament.
The girls both believe their team has
a good chance of going farther this
year.
"Our team is diverse. We are really
hard to match up against," Lowe said.
"We have shooters, we have speed, we
have height. We have a new style of
playing that is going to be fast and
we're going to put pressure on
defense and make other people
change how they play."
Contact
Kohn
at
jkohn@
murraystate.edu.
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Athlete Spotlight:
Ivan Aska
Sophie McDonald
Sports Editor
Senior.Ivan Aska played on a basketball court for the first time when he was
10. Eleven years later he's still on the court ballin' like a champ.
"' The Murray State starter led the team last season with 117 rebounds and had a
scoring average of 15.5 in the final two games, but was not always good at basketball.
"I was bad, I was real bad," the Fort Lauderdale, Fla., native said. "There was
times when coach didn't want to play me and that's when my confidence and
self-esteem caused me to get down on myself."
Despite the low self-esteem, Aska never gave up on the game he loved.
"I didn't know what I was doing but I got on the court and tried to get the basketball and shoot it," he said. "Ever since then I kept playing through it, working
hard at it and never gave up and it's brought me a long way."
As a middle-schooler, Aska was in trouble with the law even though his parents and his mother's boyfriend tried to steer him in the right direction, he said.
"They were always there teaching me to do the right thing and stay out of
trouble, but some things I had to learn on my own," he said. I got in trouble with
the law, my grades were always good but I was always bad - I hung around with
the wrong crowd."
His actions forced him to step away from basketba11 for a year before a coach
cultivated the hidden potential within him, Aska said.
"I couldn't try out for basketball my seventh-grade year because I was bad, but
my eighth grade year came and there was a new coach, Coach Benton, and he
told me to do the right thing, he kept me in line," he said. "He changed my whole
life because I knew somebody believed in me. He didn't really even know me but
he changed my whole life and ever since then I've stayed on track, stayed
focused and stayed humble."
After being told by his parents and grand parents to never give up, the 6-foot7 forward looked into Murray State after a former coach told him about the
school.
"I came here on Homecoming, which is probably the best day to get people
to come, and I really liked the environment and playing with Tony Easley," he
said. "They kept in contact with me and really wanted me and I liked the school
a lot - it's not like back home, but you have to get away and experience something new. To this day I love it."
The proud uncle of a niece and nephew, Aska has a physical education major
and is pursuing a career in special education.
"I didn't know what I was going to pick: communications or business, but then
I thought about teaching little kids with the physical education field and knowing that I have a niece and nephew and how I could adapt to little kids, I decided to look into the field knowing there was a lot of things I could do in it," he
said. "When I went to teach at the elementary school I noticed kids were attracted to me because of my height and so I decided to stick with it and I haven't
changed my major - I'm glad I picked it."
Aska said his future plans include playing basketball to the best of his ability.
"Over the summer I went back and played with my national team in the Virgin
Islands and I want to just work my way up," he said. "I have a back up plan, start
a family, help out my mom and be there for her and my sister and niece and
nephew, that's what I want to do."
Contact McDonald at smcdonald3@murraystate.edu.

What are you most excited about this season?
"Knowing this is my last year, I've got to lay it all out on the line. I really
don't want to start it because I know it's going to end. But you know, God
has many things in store for me, so I'm going to do the best I can with it.
And knowing Coach Prohm is our head coach - he's been here since I came
and I'm excited for him and I'm going.to do it all for him.''

File photo
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Mariah Robinson
. Jacl Kolm
Staff writer

File pia)

Former Racer in NBA D-League draft
Kyr_a Ledbetter
Statf writer

After starting in all 68 of his games as a Racer,
earning 1,196 career points, 392 rebounds an4 183
steals, BJ Jenkins is waiting.
Though there was a buzz among Racer fans after
his graduation that Jenkins would be making his
way across the pond to play for the Sheffield
Sharks, Jenkins' opportunity ultimately feU
through, leavin& him in Brooklyn, N.Y., where he
started pursuing a career as a professional athlete,
with no certainty of.better prospect. .
"Well actually I played in this showcase in
Brooklyn, N.Y.. this summer and the gym was filled
with overseas coaches and the Sbarb coach really
liked my game," Jenkins said. "He told me I would
be just what they needed to take the next-step. I
signed the contract in August and was set to leave
Sept. 9."
A week before he was set to leave Jenkins
received bad news.
"On Sept. 2 I received a call that my visa was
denie4," Jenkins said "'t was something wrong on
the Sharks' end of the paperwork so they appealed
it, but they appealed the wrong thing so the appeal
got denied And in that country if your appeal gets
denied you can't reapply for some months. Come
to find out they checked a wrong box on the paperwork and that's why it kept getting denied.n
Despite the set back. Jenkins remains hopeful

fl......,

BJ. .llllllnl. I 2111 plullt
stltlls amnlly MiJ
In BraaMwn, N.Y. WillinG far Ills lllll . .
that he will fiDel a way to make it into the realm of
professioiW buketball. even if it's DOt with the
Sheffield Sharb.
"So England and tbe Sbarb is now a no go for
~" Jenkins uld. "Now rm currently iD tbe NIA
D-Leape draft OD Nov. 3 and hopefully I will pt
pickecl up."

an

1boush rtpt now Jenkins can do is hope and
wait, there Is no truer display of Racer spirit thail
to be defeated and rise, hopes in tact, ·ready to
break throash their hardships.
Contact
Ledbetter
at
kyra.ledbetterf)
murruystate.edu.

Junior Mariah Robinson had one p i powing
up: beat the boys.
Robinson p-ew up in a neighborhood of mostly
guys and they would always play basketball. she
said.
"I would always try to beat them.n Robinson said
"It started off them letting me win. but then I got
pretty good. So then they would get mad and start
guarding me."
· Robinson's career has -advanced from shocldng
the boys to now wanting to shock the OVC this
seuen with a team armed with secret weapons.
she said.
•Jrs kind of like a whole new team." Robinson
said. "' look forward to gelling with new players.
rm goinc to be playing a wing iDitead of a point
guard and I excited about that. It's not as much
pressure."
· A ring is the ultimate team goal, RobinaoJi eald.
"' would prefer to win reauJar seuOD firs&, just
to know that my riDe is secure." b said. "I also
want to play in the tourllaiiMqlt and traveL I tbiak
that 1ftJutd just be a great experience for myself
and the rest of my teammates."
No. 20 has set her personal goals hiP ai well.
"Last year I got second team all conference: she
said. "This year I would like to be first team."
She's bad 111aDJ achievements but two stick out
to her, Robinson said.
"'In Jplb school my team went back to back to
state my senior and junior year," she said. "'My
junior year we weren't supposed to do aoythins
and we just. killed t1)em all in our repon expectaatly. tn conege startiJls as a freshman was unexpected because I was just happy tf I got to play. I
lmew we haclsome aood guards."
Robinson plays basJretball in honor of her mother.
"She passed away when I was younaer," she said.
"She was my No.I fan and was at every game. elementary school to middle school. when she
passed. I mostly play for her and that's what kept
me playins."
The guard is majoring in publle relations and
minoring in health and physical ectuc:adon.
•rm a pretty social penoa, I talk to juit about
anyone," Robinson iaid. ""Public relllioDt is a lot
about talking to clients and eftDt , . . . , . . . . Pl.
campaigns and that kind of interests me. PI is JUit
a back up in case I want to coach, w'bich I think I
want to do."
Dandng and teJ1in& jobs are aome.tbiags no cme
would guess the 20-year-old enjoys.
-, like to dance, most ~le Wt bow tbat,"
~ said. "' Uke to call myself fwmy, 81J teammates
me corny but I think my fobs are pretty hilarious. I like to dance to a.nytbiDs • Cotton-eyed Joe.
l;)ougie, ~that has a •t."
COritait Kohn at jlcDhn@rnurraystate.ed
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Team heads north to Alaska
Men's team to compete over Thanksgiving break
Ed Marlowe
Staff writer
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Student section
renamed for season
Jonathan Ferris
Staff writer

The new director of marketing and promotions for the athletic department,
Morris White, bas created a buzz around campus with his newly organized student cheering section called the Stampede.
"I absolutely think we can be the best student section in the OVC, and that
was my goal when I set out to create the Stampede," White said. "I don't see any
reason why we can't have the best fans in the OVC or in the country for t\lat
matter."
The idea behind the Stampede is to create an imposing and intimidating
atmosphere for opposing teams and visiting fans, White said.
"We want it so that when other teams come to play basketball here against the
Racers, they won't be able to hear a thing on the court because that home court
advantage really makes a difference," he said.
The Stampede will be the cheering section not only for men's and women's
basketball, but at football, volleyball, soccer, baseball and softball games as well.
Students will continue to receive free admittance to basketball games
whether they are a member of the Stampede or not, however, a student can pay
$15 to join the Stampede for the entire school year. The money gets each member an official Stampede T-shirt, exclusive fan emails, free spirit items, the
chance to enter promotions for big prizes such as laptops and flat screen tele-

The Racers get an early tune-up in
the
season
as they
forego
Thanksgiving and head to the frozen
tundra to play in the 20ll
Carrs/Safeway Great Alaska Shootout
Nov. 23 through 26.
This marks the first year the Racers
will play in the tournament and could
become a big part of the early schedule should the experience be positive
to the team.
Held in Sullivan Arena in
Anchorage, the Racers tipoff against
the University of Anchorage-Alaska
Seawolves at 9:30 p.m. on Nov. 23 to
start the tournament.
Out of the Great Northwest
Athletic Conference, the Seawolves
come into the game with a lifetime
tournament record of 32-67.
Rusty Osborne, in his eighth season
as head coach, is coming off of an
inspiring 24-10 (13-5 GNA) season
capped by a second round Division n
appearance.
Should the Racers pull out the vic-

tory, they will face the winner of the
Dartmouth College Big Green and the
San Francisco Dons at 8:30 p.m on
Nov. 25. However, if they lose, they
will matchup with the loser of
Dartmouth/San Francisco at 3 p.m the
same day.
If the Racers make the championship game on Nov. 26, they will
play the winner of the opposite
bracket, which houses matchups of
the Central Michigan Chippewas and
the New Mexico State Aggies and the
University of California Irvine
Anteaters
and
the
Southern
Mississippi Golden Eagles.
Originally called the Sea Wolf
Classic, the St. John's Red Storm
defeated the Arizona State Sun Devils
for the 2010 crown. St. John's eventually made the NCAA Tournament and
lost in the second round to Gonzaga.
The tournament follows an away
game at 3 p.m. Nov. 20 against the
University of Alabama-Birmingham
Blazers, and will prepare the team for
treacherous OVC road games.
Contact Marlowe at edward.
marlowe@murraystate.edu.

visions and entry into the CFSB Center 15 minutes before the doors open to the
public so members can get front row seats in the student section.
In addition to the membership perks, Stampede fans will also be able to check
into all the different sports games and rack up points. There will be five or six
point levels and each time a fan attends enough games to earn the points to go
up a level they will receive another prize.
"We're going to play the music The prizes increase in worth the higher
students like to hear and we're the level.
"My ultimate hope is that every stugoing to have promotion prizes dent,
especially those on campus and in
and giveaways that students will the residential colleges, can find a way to
want • everything this year is get to some of the games, and to become
going to be geared toward the a member of the Stampede because it's
not too often that students get rewarded
students."
just for showing up to games," White said.
-Morris White
White, who comes to Murray State
Director of Marketing and Promotions from Northwest Missouri State, said he
wants to get students excited for Murray
State sports everyone from on campus students to commuter students to those
who live out in the community, to come to the games.
"If students just come to t he games they're going to have fun," White said.
"We're going to play the music students like to hear and were going to have promotion prizes and giveaways that students will want. Everything this year is
going to be geared toward the students."
Students who want to sign up for the Stampede can visit goracers.com and
click on the fans tab and scroll down to The Stampede. Students can pay online
with a credit card or with cash or check at the first basketball game or by taking money over to the athletic offices at Roy Stewart Stadium.
Contact Ferris at jferris2@murraystate.edu.
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Mens Basketball
Citch Steve Prohm

Soplile Md)mwJd
Sports Editor

.

Armed with a paaaion for ooarblagand
love for the game of basketball. Steve
year as Murray
Prohm is ready for his
1 State's head ~ach.
Prohm's basketball career began at 7
years old playing with a neighborhood
friend on a little league team with 8-foot
goals. His love lor the sport grew from
there.
After letteriDg in basketball for three
years at NOI1bwest Whitfield High in
Thnnel Hill, a.., PiRm attended college
in Atlanta for oae yar before transferriag
to the University of Aflbama where he
worked as a student Ullstant coach and
student
for the Crimson Tide f~
five years, which included two NCAA
Tournament appearances and -one trip to
the NIT Final Four.
The Vienna. VL, native earned hiJI first
official coachi"' position at Centenary
.. CoUeae iD Shreveport, La., as a vobmteer
assistant coach with former Murray State
Head Coach Billy Kennedy. After being
associated wJth Kennedy lor 12 seasons,
Prohm has stepped out of his predecessor's shadows and into a spotlight all his
own.
"I'm ready to get started for multiple
reasons," he said. -rot me so I can see
what I need to learn &om and grow in
what areas aDd
our team and what
areas we need to lfOW in.•
Prohm il thaDidW for the opportunity
the game ofNsketMII bas brought him, he
said.
"fm most proud in coaching that rve
been fortuDate eDOUgb to be around good
people and that rve been fortunate to get
to the NCAA toumameDt, make an impact
on these guys' lives. win some championships aad DOW beiDa tbe bad coach at
Murray State Is way beyoDd 81J wildest
dreams come true... be said.
Probm Is the 15th bead coach in Murray
State mea's bulretblll biltory but before
deciding to punue cwc:hiag. Prohm consideled broadcast JoumaUsm.
-I loved Dick Vitale and thought Initially I wanted to go lato com!lll•nications,
but the more I wu arouDd Cbuketb8U) the
more I
1 wutecl to coacb.• he said.
. •So instead of maJoriD1 in romnnmications, I awitdlecl to eclucadon in cue I
needed to coach bish sc:boo1 aDd my p i
ia to have a soocl coac:bing cueer and then
retire and do biOadcast, bopefally workiDg
forESPN.•
Prohm is following in tbe footsteps of
Kennedy and setting his . , . bJsh.
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Racer Basketball

WHY
DO YOU WATCH M

19

I

STATE BASKETBALl: CGIITIIUED
"It'S entertaining, fun to
watch a good team, and
something to support."

"I go to hang out
and watch with
my sorority sisters."

Andrew
Maul

Elaine

Knutson

Sophomore from
Jerseyville,lll.

Junior from
Frankfort, Ky.

"I think it's important to support
Murray, to be part of the thrill of
victory and the agony of defeat."

"My dad took me to Murray
State games when I was
· little. It's a tradition."

Photos by Ryan Richardson/The News

Junior forward Ed Daniel battles a Bethel player for the
tipoff In Tuesday's exhibition oame.

Senior ouanl Jawaun loncJ CJOIS up for

a layup In Tuesday's matchup.

EIHIBmON

110¥.8
CFSB CENTER

MURRAY STATE
· Debbie Bell

A.J.

Lecturer,
humanities and
fine arts

Sophomore from
Cadiz, Ky.

"I'm enthralled by the playmaking and to just go crazy when
Aska throws down a mean dunk!"

Parrish

"I really like seeing the talent.
The band is good, and the
basketball team is great, tool"

Brandon
DeRousse

Eva
Watkins

Senior from St.

Freshman from
Cadiz, Ky.

Louis, Mo.

77
BETHEL

32

Senior ouard Donte Poole looks to Inbound the ball aoatnst
Bethel. The men's regular season play beQins at 1 tontoht

Racer Band and Racer fans turned out to see theRacers' first action at the CFSB Center thisseason.·
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